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Cumberland’s lineup of galvanized steel fans are constructed with heavy gauge 
G-90 grade galvanized steel and totally enclosed “TEAO” motors to maintain optimal 
environmental conditions.

This panel fan features a flush mount design that 
mounts to the outside of the frame opening. It can be 
installed on 5’ centers with adaptability to a wide range 
of rough opening sizes for easy installation or retro-

fit.  A tight seal limits light and 
air leakage. Collapsible sides 
allow for close fan installation. 
Additional features include 
heavy-duty, galvanized cone, 
venturi and props and a 2-year 
motor warranty.

Mega Flow Butterfly fans are available in 36”, 50”, 52” 
and 54” diameters. Front shutter doors provide added 
protection from harsh weather conditions while the fan 
is not in use. Arched side cone panels allow for closer fan 
installation. Additional features include large pulleys and 
automatic belt tensioner for longer belt life and smooth 
operation, large cast iron greasable pillow block bearings, 
and bell or cage inlet options.

Flush Mount Panel Fan

Mega Flow Butterfly Fans

Reliable Performance
SUPERIOR AIRFLOW

Over 30 years of quality support  
and field proven fan performance.



Slantwall Fan
Cumberland slantwall fans are available in 36”, 50” and 
54” diameters. Aerodynamically balanced propellers 
and high efficiency, enclosed “TEAO” motors provide 
optimal airflow performance. Additional features include 
heavy-duty galvanized cone, venturi and props and a 
2-year motor warranty.

VENTILATION SYSTEMS

GALVANIZED FANS

Box Fans
Cumberland box fans are available in 36” diameter (14” or 
19” depth) or 50” diameter (21” or 25” depth). Aerodynam-
ically balanced propellers and high efficiency, enclosed 
“TEAO” motors provide optimal airflow performance. Addi-
tional features include heavy-duty galvanized cone, venturi 
and props and a 2-year motor warranty.

2-Bladed Circulation Fans 3-Bladed Circulation Fans

Shutters can provide an easy and affordable means 
of controlling incoming light and building climate. 
Cumberland shutters are available in white or black 
PVC, galvanized with epoxy painted blades and 
durable aluminum.

Factory assembled, pre-wired, circulation fans are 
available in 18”, 20”, 24” and 36” diameters for light air 
movement. These highly efficient fans include 1/10 HP 
“TEAO” motors and galvanized props for whisper quiet 
operation. Other features include permanently-sealed 
bearings, automatic thermal overload protection, and 
PVC coated guards.

LOOK TO CUMBERLAND FOR ALL YOUR VENTILATION NEEDS.
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